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Abstract: The article includes the detailed description of a simplified method of solving the integrated environmental assessment inverse problem. The method was developed by the authors on the basis of using ready map of expert specific environmental assessment of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region. The first part of the methodology is aimed on obtaining concrete actual evidence which is adapted for the use in objective functions and justification of sufficient objectivity of objective functions. The second part is based on comparison of areas with different levels of anthropogenic impact on vegetation in the whole Mangistau region of the Republic of Kazakhstan and same levels for areas with Oil and Gas Production Complex (OGPC) in the objective functions, in which the loads on the levels of transformation take into account the need for phytomelioration measures. Use of Arc-GIS components has greatly simplified the task, because after conducting digitizing procedure of each contour, vector shape files have been obtained, which areal values are displayed automatically in outlining of each contour. The results of selected field researches were conducted in 2015 serve as independent verification of the objectivity of the obtained results of high level of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation and showed almost complete replacement of eatable plant species by weeds in location of oil well field Zhetybai compared to the state of vegetation outside the sanitary protection zone of the deposit.
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Introduction

Mangistau area - is an archaeological reserve, open air museum, where 11 thousand historical monuments are under State protection. The administrative center of Mangistau region is Aktau city, which grew up in the desert as a result of discovery on a peninsula in the 1950s of the richest deposits of uranium and rare earth elements, as well as oil and gas. Later new cities and towns appeared on the map: Zhanaozen, Zhetybai, Kalamkas and Karazhanbas (Mangistau regional government. (n.d.)).

A strong degree of anthropogenic disturbance in the Republic of Kazakhstan is related to the extensive development of industries because oil and gas industry - is one of the most ecologically dangerous sectors of economy (DNRECMR, 2014)). Specific climatic conditions of Mangistau region, which cause the development of deflationary and wasteland processes, formation of scarce soil-plant surface with low capacity to mitigate the effects of anthropogenic influences, determine high environmental safety requirements (Ecology of oil extraction complex. (n.d.); Moskovchenko, 1998).

Research in the field of evaluation of environmental hazards of various raw material sectors of economy showed that ecological environmental assessment on the basis of Maximum Permitted Concentration (MPC) of certain harmful elements in various environments is not acceptable for a number of elements, primarily heavy metals (Abalakov, 2010). In evaluating the effect of harmful substances on ecosystems, not their initial concentration in any environment can be a determining factor but transfer, accumulation and transformation in critical ecosystem links, which result in other
concentrations and secondary products with other toxic properties. Thus, the environmental standards of permissible impacts on living component of biosphere should be determined by character and patterns of distribution, accumulation, destruction and transformation of pollutants in ecosystems, their transition from one medium to another at local, regional and global levels (Alekseenko, 2000; Milkov, 1990).

These standards cannot be the same for all types of ecosystems, therefore there is a need in developing integrated environmental assessments, taking into account the role of different factors affecting the ecosystem in view of their resistance level (Avessalamova, 1992). Ecological assessments are called integrated due to the necessity of taking into account a large number of measured parameters which are used to assess the impact on specific components of environment (they are called specific environmental assessments), or on all components (they are called integral or total environmental assessments) (Pentl, 1979).

Due to great complexity, the solution of the problem of integrated ecological assessment is traditionally based on expert methods, that has main disadvantage like subjectivism, therefore in accordance with the decisions of numerous international environmental conventions, with the assistance of the International Development Bank, a number of recommendations on the areas' surveys and their comprehensive assessment have been developed (Guidelines for preparation of reports on environmental assessment (n.d)). Currently, economic issues arising from strict standards of compliance with environmental safety regulations have resulted in the need of account of economic component in environmental studies, taking into account the dynamic changes in specific ecosystem components (Araujo and Luoto, 2007).

As a result of joining of the former Soviet republics virtually to all environmental conventions, from the last quarter of the XX century by present period they are rapidly developing methods of conducting integrated environmental assessment, developing guidelines for assessing basic processes that form the level of environmental tension (Bevers and Hof, 1999; Boumans and Costanza, 2002; Costanza et al., 1993; Cousins et al., 2003). In Kazakhstan, as a whole, including the authors of this paper, methods of integrated environmental assessment have been also developed for several years (Pavlichenko et al., 2002; 2010; 2012), which are based on estimation objective function (Pentl, 1979).

Integrated environmental assessments enable to differentiate the areas by the level of human impact disturbance, but they are not able to outline the role of not only specific sources of pollution, but also the entire regional industrial complexes. This can be explained by the fact that technical means of monitoring that serve as a source of actual data on environmental status, reflect the influence of many sources of human impact on the state of air, soils, vegetation, terrain, surface and groundwater through a series of measured values.

However, the independent assessment of contribution of specific sources to these integrated or specific environmental assessments is also needed for objective implementation of "the polluter pays" principle. So, practical issues of economic assurance of environmental measures require solution of a new theoretical problem which is closely related to the problem of objectification of integrated environmental assessments, so-called "reverse" objective of integrated environmental assessment. The solution to this problem is the aim of the grant project performed by the authors, which is funded by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan №0589/GF-4 "Development of the method of objectification of expert assessments of contribution of specific sources of pollution to general environmental situation of the territory". The work plan of this project suggests two ways of constructing the algorithm of solving the inverse problem-through the use of ready expert specific environmental assessments of human impact modifications of terrain, vegetation, soils and groundwater from the Atlas of Mangystau region (Medeu, 2011) and through the use of multivariate statistical models.

At the initial research stage of the project the first way of constructing algorithm of solving inverse problem is implemented - the problems of constructing specific objective functions and calculation of their numerical values for each component of natural environment are consistently solved. The stage should be completed by construction of integrated objective function as a tool of management decisions (objectification of the principle "polluter pays") as a whole in the oil and gas production sector in Mangistau region. Brief summary of the first author's result at this stage - is the solution of the inverse problem of determining the role of oil and gas production complex in human impact disturbance of the terrain based on the use of ready expert specific environmental assessment is described in the study (Pavlichenko et al., 2015).

The aim of this work is to describe the methodologies of objectification of specific objective functions and solution of inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment for quantitative determination of contribution of oil and gas production complex-OGPC to anthropologic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region based on the use of ready expert specific environmental assessment.

Material and Research Methods

Since each research method is focused on specific character of initial materials, let us first consider the methods of development and attempts of objectification of integrated environmental assessment, analysis of
successful use and development, which involved Kazakhstani scientists (Pavlichenko, 2008; Pavlichenko and Nysanbayeva, 2001; Pavlichenko and Kurbatova, 2006; Pavlichenko et al., 2002; 2010; 2012; 2015).

Currently the "integrated environmental assessment" concept is multi-valued, since the object of assessment includes specific objects, their complex, as well as a complex of object description parameters. The variety of integrated environmental assessment types is also determined by different objectives, techniques, volume of estimated components, character of parameters and objects. In developing integrated environmental assessment in the absence of standardized methods, the developers often independently introduce concepts of integrated assessment, the extent of its information content, develop methods of obtaining comprehensive evaluation, interrelations of parameters and their classification. Account of spatial distribution of parameter transfers a comprehensive environmental assessment to geocological, formulating new criteria for environmental zoning of human impact on the research area taking into account the possibility of terrain self-remediation (Pavlichenko, 2008).

Classical assessment of natural system condition is performed based on comparison with standard systems and is possible in measurement of the degree of excess of quantitative values of environmental factors. Various standards often serve as a model of optimal condition of natural environment. In assessing the impact of environmental factors on environmental condition, the interaction between influencing factors and response of ecosystems to this impact should be taken into account (Avessalamova, 1992; Gmoshinsky, 1977; Mukhina, 1973). Here occurs the issue of fixing threshold reaction value of biotic component, when the impact of environmental factor becomes negative. The complexity of solving the latter problem, as noted by Mukhina (1973), is determined by the fact that in conducting specific evaluation works, the experimental set of index values is often more narrow and does not reach critical values and therefore the researcher faces only unidirectional subject indexes changes and the object in development of specific assessment scales (either in ascending or descending part of tolerance curve).

Most often, the standards of maximum permissible emissions and maximum permissible discharges serve as threshold values, which excess leads to the formation of Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) of relevant pollutants in air, soil, groundwater and surface water (Chepurnykh and Novoselov, 1995).

Existence of optimum range of values for each influencing factor is a natural factor and deviations will become negative both upward and downward form optimum conditions, since there is an ecological niche of optimal environmental conditions for every living organism. Therefore one of the key points in assessment of the impact is the development of specific assessment scales and in the process of its development, it is necessary to align two sets of indicators, one of which characterizes the state of environmental factor and other - the state of geosystem biotic component. Evaluation logic is presented in (Avessalamova, 1992) and is as follows: Study of factor and its indicators → data collection on environmental interactions and identification of biotic component responses → selection of criteria and development of specific assessment scales → assessment of impact factor and determining of spatial variation, which can be presented on specific maps.

Thus, the problem of assessing the impact of specific environmental factor is aimed to chose a set of parameters, which most objectively characterize this factor and develop assessment scales. In comprehensive assessment it is necessary to take into account not only the intensity of impact of each environmental factor, but also its role (importance) in formation of favorable or adverse conditions of biosystem existence. Since the significance of each environmental factor and direction (plus or minus) of its impact is determined by the purpose of integrated assessments (favorable or unfavorable factor from the viewpoint of the object under the impact), Pentl (1979) proposed to call the assessment function as target. He proposes the simplest type of such complex assessment as a linear multiple regression equation:

\[
CEA = \sum_{i} a_i \cdot f_i + \sum_{j} a_j \cdot f_j + \ldots + a_n \cdot f_n
\]

Where:

- **CEA** = Estimated value of complex environmental assessment
- **\(f_i\)** = Value of specific environmental factor \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, n)\) at observation point
- **\(a_i\)** = Weight coefficient taking into account the direction (positive or negative) and the importance (weight) of this factor in formation of total impact level

For convenience in use of this function weight coefficients sometimes are normalized by the sum of their absolute values by 100, 10 and 1. In this case, the average load on parameter is 100/n, 10/n or 1/n. Increased pressure above one of these values indicates the increased role of factors that describe relevant parameter in formation of general human impact situation.

In this formulation, objective function is understood not in classical mathematical sense (where it is understood as a criterion for comparing alternatives using different optimization methods), but as function that implements the purpose of assessment. Formal similarity with mathematical sense is also observed and here - optimization procedure lies in a simple enumeration of \(a_i\).
coefficients significance (almost always expert assessments) in compliance with their justification.

In conducting impact assessments we often deal with lack of quantitative data on impact of environmental factors, in this case, we use methods of expert assessment, which summarize the accumulated research experience on the impact of various environmental factors. But this fact of impossible use of measuring "ruler" serves as a basis of generally accepted view on subjective feature of expert assessments.

As the above Equation 1 does not take into account the effects of interaction of impact factors, accuracy of assessment will increase with the increase of their number. The work (Gmoshinsky, 1977), devoted to popular presentation of ideas of engineering ecology which considers ecology from the general system theory point of view and information quantitative theory (Jeffers, 1981; Peregudov and Tarasenko, 1989), presents a very simple formula for calculation of sufficient number of parameters \( n \) (environmental factors in the above equation) at the desired assessment accuracy:

\[
\Delta = \frac{1}{l^2}
\]

where, \( l \) - is level of quantization of assessment scales used in assessment of environmental factors (number of divisions on measurement "ruler").

Formula (2) shows that even at the most rough assessment scale with level of quantization 2 (i.e., for expert assessment on principle "yes" or "no") reasonable accuracy (error does not exceed 4%) can be achieved at 5 accounted parameters (\( = 1/2^5 = 0,03125 \), or 3,1%). Thus, large effect on accuracy (i.e., actually on objectivity) of expert grades has the number of analyzed parameters \( n \) (exponent of denominator in formula), but not the level of quantization of assessment scales \( l \) (number of divisions on our measurement "ruler").

However, in this case also, there are problems of choosing most significant factors and development of specific and integral scales. Selection of the most significant factors is justified by specific geographical, environmental and economic conditions of the evaluated territory, so we will consider the following basic phase of constructing objective function-development of specific and integral scales.

In manuals which have been developed by various foreign organizations, indicators of certain various effects play the role of integrated environmental assessment indicators (Assessment of the impact of economy on the environment, 1985). The term "indicator" corresponds to the term "criterion" in the literature of the post-Soviet space and should reflect the problem in a broader sense (Sokolov, 1992). For example, the level of heavy metals in soil indicates not only contamination by metals, but usually toxic pollution situation. Indicators also may aggregate specific parts of information, for example, water quality index or index of greenhouse gas emission. There are attempts to construct summarized indicators on the basis of multivariate models, which do folding of information (component and factor analysis, cluster analysis, argument account group method) (Burakov and Pavlichenko, 2001).

The most crucial moment determining the degree of objectivity of integrated environmental assessments, is design of specific rating (assessment) scales. If every parameter from their available set is assessed on a scale constructed on the basis of independent research on its whole possible range of changes, we can speak about the objectivity of integrated assessments, as their scale is determined by the type of objective function (Mukhina, 1973).

Now let's consider the description of initial information, which serves as a basis for obtaining factual data for our constructions and analysis of its objectivity degree by significance of selected impact factors and authenticity from point of view of environmental engineering.

In interconnected system of landscape forming factors, vegetation is one of the major functional ecosystem blocks, one of the most dynamic, responsive to changing conditions and soils, terrain, water and air. According to its state, floristic and cenosis diversity we can judge about the speed and direction of anthropogenic and anthropogenic stimulating processes, dynamics of other ecosystem components (soil, groundwater and surface water, etc.) (Cousins et al., 2003).

The work (Imanbaeva and Sagyndykova, 2009) is devoted to the monitoring of vegetation on the field Karazhanbas in Mangistau region, also highlights high informative role of vegetation which can act as indicator of anthropogenic disturbance of the area. In general, vegetation cover of the peninsula is formed in harsh natural conditions of the northern deserts - dry climate with sharp fluctuations in temperature, high humidity deficit, high levels of soil salinity and is characterized by a uniform spatial structure, scarce flora, low biological diversity level. It is noted that in sites adjacent to technological objects (wells, roads, etc.), vegetation cover has undergone transformation.

Since the first way to solve the "inverse" problem initially assumes availability of complex expert assessments as initial material, evaluation map of anthropogenic modifications of vegetation from the "Atlas of Mangystau region" has been used (Medeu, 2011). This map is shown in Fig. 1.

The map was developed by the Institute of Geography, Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the basis of expert assessments of materials of research expeditions and interpretation of data on area remote sensing. Legend to the map includes characteristics of location of areas subject to different levels of anthropogenic transformation.
Undisturbed

Areas occupy vast areas in the south of the region. These are mainly southern deserts types-tyr and kemore-sagebrush. North-eastern and eastern regions with predominance of complex deserts where grow boyalych, Anabasis salsa and Artemisiaterra-albae, are practically undisturbed. Sporadically undisturbed areas are found on the Sea coast. These territories are characterized by insignificant level of transformation, or its absence and are presented on the map in green color.

Slightly Disturbed

Territories are spread over large spaces of the region and are particularly common in mountainous Mangystau. The vegetation cover, which is very valuable, has slightly transformed in recent years due to intensive development of surrounding spaces and exploration work. Weak disturbances of vegetation surface are typical for large spaces on Ustirt (central and northern parts). These areas are characterized by low levels of transformation and are presented on the map in light green color.

Fig. 1. Map of plant transformation caused by human impact
Average Disturbed

Areas are common in areas surrounding major towns and are well observed along the railway route and pipelines in the Caspian depression. Large part of Bozaschy and Tupkaragan peninsulas refer to average disturbed areas. All sand areas of the region can be attributed to average disturbed areas. These areas are characterized by moderate level of transformation and are presented on the map in yellow color.

Strongly Disturbed

Territories are associated with deserts on soils of light mechanical composition (sandy loam, sand) in central part of Bozaschy peninsula. In addition, large areas of strongly disturbed vegetation surface are observed on Mangystau peninsula, on spaces surrounding oil extraction areas and towns (Zhanaozen, etc.). These areas are characterized by significant level of transformation and are presented on the map in pink color.

Very Strongly Disturbed

Areas are typical for oil fields and surrounding settlements. These areas are characterized by strong level of transformation and are presented on the map in red color (Medeu, 2011).

Apart from impact factors mentioned in description of areas of various levels of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation, the legend includes photographs of sites which show the expression of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation factors which are the most typical for the area - oil and gas production and overgrazing. Thus, the analysis of vegetation transformation are combined not only from the standpoint of completeness and quantitative correlation of a set of dominant and accompanying species, presence of weed species, but also by the degree of preservation of their vitality, i.e., their ability to self restoration. Thus, level of transformation of vegetation is inversely proportional to the ability of self restoration and necessary costs of environmental restoration - are proportional to the disturbance degree. This fact also provides economic basis for objectification of weighting factors which are taken into account in target function factors.

So, for solution of the inverse specific (in this case only vegetation is considered) objectives of integrated environmental assessment there are all reasons to consider the accuracy of initial data sufficient to assess the role of oil and gas complex of Mangistau region in anthropogenic transformation of vegetation.

For account of the impact of transformation of vegetation in OGPC another map from the Atlas (Medeu, 2011) - "Oil and Gas Production Complex" was used, which reflects location of hydrocarbon fields developed by OGPC and the legend provides their titles. This map is an inventory, therefore its objectiveness doesn't require verification. The required accuracy is ensured by concurrence of scales of assessment and inventory maps.

Let's now turn to presentation of methodology of assessment of the role of OGPC in vegetation transformation.

The main idea of solving the inverse objective of integrated environmental assessment is to propose the method of comparing areas of different levels of ecosystem types; map of botanical-geographical zoning (10 counties with 35 districts) and inventory map of anthropogenic impact sources.

So, 5 basic parameters (5 levels of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation outlined in 5 color shades) of expert map actually contain generalization of information at least of 32 complexes of plant communities and at least 6 factors of anthropogenic impact on vegetation. Therefore we can state that check of the map of anthropogenic transformation of plants from position of selecting main factors of transformation of vegetation, as well as the number of parameters taken into account showed full compliance with requirements of objectivity of the importance of selected impact factors and credibility from the standpoint of environmental engineering (Avessalamova, 1992).

In addition to description of the main types of human activities in the territory, which act as impact factors in assessment of the degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation, the legend to the map contains very important information for construction of target function. The legend states that levels of vegetation transformation are combined not only from the standpoint of completeness and quantitative correlation of a set of dominant and accompanying species, presence of weed species, but also by the degree of preservation of their vitality, i.e., their ability to self restoration. Thus, level of transformation of vegetation is inversely proportional to the ability of self restoration and necessary costs of environmental restoration - are proportional to the disturbance degree. This fact also provides economic basis for objectification of weighting factors which are taken into account in target function factors.
human impact on vegetation in the whole Mangistau region of the Republic of Kazakhstan and in areas with OGPC, as first simplified approach. The method is implemented by means of target functions, taking into account the levels of human impact on vegetation of all sources of impact, first across the region and then in OGPC areas.

Use of Arc-GIS software components greatly simplifies the task because transfer of assessment map into vector format provided determination of the areas of spread of five levels of human impact on vegetation in the whole region. Overlay of the layer with OGPC contours on this map made it possible to determine the areas of dissemination of five levels of human impact on vegetation inside OGPC contours.

Determining of the areas of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation on the original assessment map was based on specific data of maps of the Atlas of Mangystau region, which were subsequently digitized in ArcMap component by overlaying. Through digitization process, we get vector shape files, which areal values will be automatically displayed in outlining of each contour (Fig. 2).

Figure 3-5 demonstrate methodology of getting initial data for solving the inverse problem of environmental assessment. For clarity Fig. 3 shows a fragment of the map of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation on a larger scale (fragment of Fig. 1). Figure 4 shows the icons of oil and gas production (for the same fragment - "Oil and gas production complex" is taken from inventory map (Medeu, 2011)) and Fig. 5 - a fragment of the resulting map is obtained by combining Fig. 3 and 4 (contours of hydrocarbon deposits have been delineated in advance in big scale from GoogleMap and then applied to assessment map scale).

Spot data of oil and gas fields from inventory map were placed in the lower layer for getting areas with OGPC and buffer zones of each deposit from the GoogleMap in the upper polygon layer, given in scale of assessment and inventory maps and their combination provided getting of OGPC contours. The problem of determining contours of OGPC impact within each color contour of assessment map was solved by means of activation of OGPC impact contours layers and assessment map (Fig. 5).
Fig. 3. Fragment of map of anthropogenic vegetation transformation

Fig. 4. Signs of oil and gas production (for fragment on Fig. 2)
Estimation procedures are performed with the help of target functions, compiled for the whole region in general and for part of regional territory, on which areas of hydrocarbon deposits were delineated. In the first case, for obtaining total estimates, the areas of all sites with the same color have been summed, i.e., areas of all sections with the same level of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation on the territory of the region as a whole have been summed (i.e., taking into account all 6 factors of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation).

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the icons indicating the spread of OGPC are found in all five color zones, therefore in the second case the areas with the same color have been also summed in the whole region, but only inside the contours of hydrocarbon deposits.

The next step in computation procedure is justification of the type of target functions. Since we are using ready assessment map as an initial factual material, which objectivity and accuracy of expert assessments are of no doubt, the objective of justification of assessment parameters becomes elementary - there are 5 colors on the map, each of which corresponds to a certain level of vegetation transformation. Thus, the number of parameters in the objective function, which should describe anthropogenic transformation at all levels is assumed to be 5, i.e., the number of transformation levels outlined on the assessment map.

Now we have to justify the characteristics of weighting factor \( a_i \) which takes into account the direction (positive or negative) and the importance (weight) of corresponding factor in formation of total impact level. Since the purpose of assessment is the role of OGPC in anthropogenic transformation of vegetation, we will indicate the direction of transformation by positive mark (negative changes).

In case of compliance of all five levels of vegetation transformation, we will determine weight loads of each parameter of the objective function in traditional ten-point scale of expert estimates. In case of linear scale each of 5 levels will have 2 points and increase of transformation level will correspond to the increase of point grade.

This statement is justified from the standpoint of complexity and cost of environmental protection measures, in particular measures on remediation of the territory. As noted above, the legend to the map in Fig. 1 describes the possibility of rehabilitation of vegetation cover in areas with varying degrees of transformation. Weak disturbed plant communities are able to restore in case of limited impacts. Strong disturbed plant communities are able to restore at complete stop of the effects. Very strongly disturbed plant communities are not able to restore without phytomelioration measures.

As the cost of activities is growing in proportion to the degree of anthropogenic disturbance, we will conduct
specific environmental assessment of the input to each zone in accordance with a weight factor which is proportional to the level of transformation in point grading scale. In this case, the lower and upper limits of 5 levels (parameters of objective function) are the points:

- For insignificant level or lack of transformation (green color on the map) - 0÷2
- For low-level transformation (light green color on the map) - 2÷4
- For moderate levels of transformation (in yellow on the map) - 4÷6
- For significant transformation (pink on the map) - 6÷8
- For strong transformation level (red on the map) - 8÷10 points

Taking average values between limits of class values for calculation of average weight value of contribution of oil and gas production complex to anthropogenic transformation of vegetation, we obtain the following form of specific objective function for overall assessment of plant transformation of the region (STFvegReg):

\[
STF_{vegReg} = f_1 + 3 \odot f_2 + 5 \odot f_3 + 7 \odot f_4 + 9 \odot f_5
\]

where, \( f_i \) - is value of total area of polygons with certain level of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in each region.

Special attention should be paid to this issue. Since not variables but concrete values are used as \( f_i \) - the sums of all contours of one color (5 samples from Table of shape files attributes), the result of solution (3) will be only 1 result - the number which characterizes average anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in the whole region.

To solve the inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment by comparing areas of different levels of human impact on vegetation in the whole Mangistau region of the Republic of Kazakhstan and areas with OGPC, we need to build assessment function for OGPC areas in the same way. Since these areas are determined by the same assessment map, the difference of specific objective function from the objective function for the overall vegetation transformation in the region for zones of location of deposits (SOFvegOGPC) will be only in values \( f_{OGPC} \). Now these are areas of color zones only within OGPC contours and weight loads remain the same as in the Equation 3:

\[
SOF_{vegOGPC} = f_{OGPC1} + 3 \odot f_{OGPC2} + 5 \odot f_{OGPC3} + 7 \odot f_{OGPC4} + 9 \odot f_{OGPC5}
\]

Like in case (3) in Equation 4 not variables but specific values will be obtained - the sum of all contours of one color (5 samples from Table of shape files attributes for contours with OGPC) as a result of solution (4) only 1 result will be obtained - the number that describes the average human impact on plant transformation but now not across the whole region, but only in the part of OGPC location.

In Equation 3 and 4 weight loads which are measured in points are multiplied by area value. Thus, as a result of calculation of objective functions for the entire territory of the region and OGPC zones, total point areas are obtained.

The role of OGPC in transformation of vegetation of the region as a whole is determined by dividing the value SOFvegOGPC by value SOFvegReg at all levels of human impact on transformation. The value which resulted in unit fractions is transferred into percentage and represents an additional (as in SOFvegReg the cumulative effect of all 6 major factors is reflected through changes in species composition and ability to self restoration) OGPC contribution to vegetation transformation.

**Results and Discussion**

The aim of this work is to get methodological results (by objectification of specific objective functions and solution of inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment) and quantitative result-determination of OGPC contribution to human impact on vegetation transformation in Mangistau region on the basis of use of ready expert specific environmental assessment.

Methodical results follow from the previous section and we give more concentrated formulation.

**Results of Objectification of Specific Objective Functions**

On the basis of the review of a large amount of literature, performed in the previous section, the content of the concept of the objective function in accordance with R. Pentle, can be presented as follows. This is function of complex environmental assessment in form of multiple linear regression equation indicating the purpose of assessment and determination of a set of the most important parameters (impact factors characteristics) in which record the value and load sign determine the role and direction of influence of parameter on purpose of assessment:

\[
OF_{CEA} = a_1 \odot f_1 + a_2 \odot f_2 + \ldots + a_n \odot f_n
\]

Where:

- \( OF_{CEA} \) = A calculated value of objective function for complex environmental assessment
- \( f_i \) = Value of a specific environmental factor (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)) at observation point
- \( a_i \) = Weight factor taking into account the direction (positive or negative with respect to the target) and the importance (weight) of this factor in formation of total impact level
Objectification of objective function previously included justification of the choice of the most significant factors taking into account specific geographical, environmental and economic conditions of evaluated area and completeness of assessment scales range and the latter issue was considered as the most difficult issue.

Methods of environmental engineering from the standpoint of general theory of systems and quantitative information made it possible to link the completeness of the range of assessment scales (quantization levels in terms of information theory) with a number of parameters (effect of intra-system relations) by calculating minimal number of parameters at the desired level of accuracy of description by simple formula (2). Thus, in the problem of objectification the pure expert approaches were used only in justifying the choice of the most important factors. We can consider that this part of the stated purpose of work has been achieved.

The results on the methodology of solution of inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment on the basis of use of ready map of expert specific environmental assessment of human impact on vegetation transformation in Mangistau region.

Methodology of solution consists of two parts - methodology of obtaining specific factual data in a form adapted for use in objective functions which implement a simplified method of solving the inverse problem and justification of sufficient objective functions. The first part of methodology is based on justification of objectivity and sufficiency of materials used in developing resulting map of human impact on vegetation modification, which is also sufficient to form a kind of objective functions of exact parameters of resulting map using new techniques of objectification of specific objective functions.

The second part of methodology is based on comparison of areas of different levels of human impact on vegetation in the whole Mangistau region of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the same levels for areas with OGPC in objective function represented in Equation 3 and 4 in which the loads on transformation levels take into account the degree of necessity of phytomelioration measures.

Specific data of maps of the Atlas of Mangystau region served as a basis for determining the areas on the initial assessment map of human impact on vegetation transformation, which were subsequently digitized in ArcMap component by means of overlaying. Conducting digitizing procedure provided obtaining of vector shape files, which areal values are automatically displayed in outlining of each contour.

For getting areas with OGPC, spot data from oil and gas fields from inventory maps were placed in the lower layer and in the upper polygon layer - buffer zones of each deposit from GoogleMap, given in the scale of assessment and inventory of maps, their combination provided impact contours of OGPC. The problem of determining the impact contours of OGPC within each color contour of assessment map was solved by activation of OGPC impact contour layers and assessment map.

The results of determination of OGPC contribution to the anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region based on the use of ready-made expert specific environmental assessment

In accordance with methodology of simplified solution of the inverse problem of integrated assessment, we need to determine total areas of zones with the same color, based on the procedures of obtaining area values of specific contours, by means of vector shape files. According to the map of human caused modification of vegetation of Mangistau region, the sums of contour areas of each five colors have been obtained which reflect levels of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation throughout the whole region (the first row of Table 1). Based on resulting map of combination of inventory and assessment maps the sums of the areas within OGPC contours have been obtained (second line in Table 1).

In this case, Equation 6 and 7 are converted to the form (8) and (9), respectively:

\[ SOF_{\text{avg}} = 62562 + 3 \times 39211 \]
\[ + 5 \times 68561 + 7 \times 9564 + 9 \times 8929,6 \]
\[ SOF_{\text{OGPC}} = 5200 + 3 \times 4330 \]
\[ + 5 \times 16411 + 7 \times 466 + 9 \times 7232 \]

The third row of Table 1 presents share of area of OGPC contours in zones by levels of transformation, expressed in percentage, which shows the increase of proportion of areas of OGPC contours as the degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation grows:

- 8,3% for green zone (degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation is insignificant or absent)
- 11,1% for light green area (degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation is weak)
- 23,9% for yellow zone (level of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation is moderate)
- 46,7% for pink zone (degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation is significant)
- 81,0% for red zone (degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation is strong)
Table 1. Assessment of the proportion of area contours OGPC in areas on the field zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation</th>
<th>Unconsiderable or no</th>
<th>Weak</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Considerable</th>
<th>Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The total area of the zones on the levels of transformation in the whole area, km²</td>
<td>62562</td>
<td>39211</td>
<td>68561</td>
<td>9564</td>
<td>8929,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total area of the contours OGPC in areas and levels of transformation km²</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>4330</td>
<td>16411</td>
<td>4466</td>
<td>7232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proportion of area contours OGPC in areas and levels of transformation%</td>
<td>8,3</td>
<td>11,1</td>
<td>23,9</td>
<td>46,7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In absolute terms, maximum area of territories with OGPC belongs to temperate transformation zone. So, the obtained simple comparison of zones by each color on the whole territory of Mangistau region shows contribution of OGPC only to these specific areas of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation.

Generalized assessment can assure calculation of objective functions (8) and (9), taking into account weight load of each zone-reflection of cost of environmental protection measures (Table 2).

Thus, the main aim of this work - is quantitative determination of contribution of OGPC to the anthropogenic transformation of vegetation of Mangistau region - has been achieved as a specific result of solution of a new theoretical problem in the field of integrated environmental assessments. As a result of solution of the inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment, new kinds of assessments were obtained which facilitate addressing of practical issues of economic support for environmental measures implementing the principle “polluter pays” by quantitative assessment of additional contribution of OGPC to anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region, which is 16.73% higher than average weighted assessment of all impact factors.

The average weighted assessment of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation on the Mangistau region territory with OGPC was 5.22 points on a ten point scale with average weight assessment of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region as a whole of 3.55 points. Based on the results in Table 1, which show the increase in proportion of areas of OGPC contours with growth of the degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation, we can draw a conclusion about the possibility of further growth of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation.

The obtained value shows that impact of OGPC on vegetation is beyond the limits of its concrete territories. Such situation evidences about the need of controlling the methods of organizing production ecological control, which results usually don’t show any increase of standards on emissions.

The results of selected field research conducted by authors show confirmed high degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in zone of location of oil and gas production well in Zhetibay oil and gas deposit compared to the state of vegetation beyond the limits of sanitary-protection zone of the deposit. This transformation has expressed in practically complete shift of eatable plants by weeds.

Analysis of the presence of certain species in composition of selected plant samples showed that close to the oil well 95% of total mass of plants was Harmala (other names: Burial, adraspan, prairie root, Turkish paint). It is a poisonous weed which grows in pastures and strongly overgrazed pastures in the southern steppes and deserts. Other species in the samples near the well are rare samples.

The picture completely changes for the samples taken outside the sanitary protection zone. In the same species composition, Harmala which was prevailing before, becomes a single representative in a small number of samples, not exceeding the amount of 2% (Pavlichenko et al., 2016).

**Conclusion**

The main aim of this work - is quantitative determination of contribution of OGPC to the anthropogenic transformation of vegetation of Mangistau region - has been achieved as a specific result of solution of new theoretical problem in the field of integrated environmental assessments. As a result of solution of the inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment, new kinds of assessments were obtained, which facilitate addressing of practical
issues of economic support for environmental measures implementing the principle "polluter pays" by quantitative assessment of additional contribution of OGPC to anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region, which is 16.73% higher than average weighted assessment of all impact factors.

Methodology of solving the inverse problem of integrated environmental assessment has been developed on the basis of use of ready map of expert specific environmental assessment of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in Mangistau region. The methodology consists of two parts. The first part - methodology of obtaining specific factual data in form which is adapted for use in objective functions which implement a simplified method of solving the inverse problem of objectivity and justification of sufficient objective functions. The second part of the methodology is based on comparison of areas of different levels of human impact on vegetation in the whole Mangistau region of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the same levels for areas with OGPC in the objective functions represented in the Equation 3 and 4, in which loads on transformation levels take into account the degree of the need for phytomelioration measures.

A valuable result of the work is theoretical result obtained due to the review of literature, which is included in the fact that pure expert approaches in objectification problem have been used only in justifying the choice of the most important factors. Methods of environmental engineering from the standpoint of general theory of systems and quantitative information theory made it possible to link the completeness of range of assessment scales (quantization levels in terms of information theory) with a number of parameters (effect of intra-system links) by calculating the minimum number of parameters at desired level of accuracy of description of system by a simple formula (2).

High degree of anthropogenic transformation of vegetation in oil well site area of oil and gas deposit Zhetybai can serve as independent verification of the objectivity of the results and conclusions, compared with the state of vegetation outside the sanitary protection zone of the deposit, which was revealed by the results of selected field works performed by the authors in 2015. This transformation has resulted in almost complete replacement of eatable plant species by weeds.
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